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compact   character

OUR BEST 
SMALL
SPACES

A SMALL BUDGET AND LIMITED SPACE ARE NO         PROBLEM FOR AN INNOVATIVE DESIGN STRATEGY.



Repeating the same 
two colors—white and 
chocolate—makes this 
small kitchen feel  
open and bright.  
Two-tone cabinets 
and a beautiful marble 
backsplash turn the back 
wall into a focal point.
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hile a big, blowout budget is nice, it can also be 
overwhelming; creativity thrives when projects have 

parameters. Take Vickie Davis’ dream kitchen. By 
balancing budget, wants, and needs, designer Stewart 

Culler of Carolina Kitchens of Charleston was able to create a contemporary and kid-
friendly space for half the estimated cost of Vickie’s original plan. 
 Vickie brought Culler an inspiration photo she’d downloaded from a website. It 
was of a much larger kitchen than the one in her home, a one-room-wide Charleston 
Single House. Copying the upscale design and getting it to the right proportions 
“was going to be outside her budget limits,” Culler says. 
 The inspiration kitchen had lots of storage and counter space as well as the clean, 
uncluttered look Vickie wanted for a kitchen that would be on display as soon as 
you walk in the front door. Vickie, who works from home for an IT firm, wanted 
appliances out of sight and a big work area. “I’m half Greek. I’m always cooking for 
people,” says the mother of energetic 8-year-old twins (a boy and a girl) who often 
bring friends home.

LEFT: A pro-style gas 
range is the perfect 
cook’s companion. Deep 
drawers flanking the 
range provide storage 
for cookware and large 
serving pieces. OPPOSITE: 
Semicustom cabinet 
boxes framed with white 
molding mimic the look 
of expensive custom 
inset cabinets. Dark-
stained maple doors pop 
against the bright white 
molding for an upscale 
“tuxedo” look. 
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OPEN UP A  
SPACE WITH 

GLASS-FRONT
CABINETS — 

PRETTY AND
USEFUL.
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Storage was 
a major issue, 
but we were 
not willing to 
sacrifice style.  
Stewart Culler 
designer



OPPOSITE TOP: Handblown 
glass pendants light 
the marble-top island 
work area. The base was 
stained to complement 
the oak floors. OPPOSITE 
BOTTOM: The kitchen 
opens to a butler’s 
pantry stocked with 
both food and cleaning 
supplies. THIS PHOTO:  The 
breakfast nook includes 
a custom bench as  
an alternative to 
traditional seating.

 Culler showed Vickie that by saving money on cabinetry she could spend 
elsewhere to achieve the high-end look she wanted without overstepping her budget. 
Culler chose semicustom cabinets and ordered boxes and doors separately, “which 
drops the price dramatically,” she says. Instead of the inspiration kitchen’s cherry, 
she selected maple and stained it chocolate, another savings. Molding between the 
boxes tricks the eye and gives the look of flush inset cabinets. 
 By cutting cabinetry costs, Davis was able to get her pro-style range, stainless-
steel refrigerator, high-end faucet, and polished-marble countertop and backsplash. 
“The average person will see the dazzle point and think it’s in more places,” says 
Culler, referencing the beautiful stone backsplash tiles. “They won’t remember it’s 
not everywhere if you do it strategically. In this case, we only had the one wall. If you 
have more walls, put the dazzle on your feature wall and leave the rest alone.” 
 Cabinetry in the island, deep drawers flanking the range, and a tall, narrow pantry 
satisfy storage needs without compromising the kitchen’s streamlined look. While 
Vickie admits there are “a million things” she’d change in her house, the kitchen isn’t 
one of them. “It lives well for me and the kids,” she says. KBI 
RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 138.

Takeaways
A dazzling feature wall 
amps up style in a small 
kitchen.

Pulling out the cabinets 
around a standard 
refrigerator makes it 
appear counter depth.

A high-contrast neutral 
palette invigorates a 
small space and allows 
bold accents to shine.

Framing cabinet boxes 
with molding creates the 
illusion of pricey inset 
cabinet doors.

An affordable wood 
species, stained a rich 
shade, mimics the look 
of more expensive or 
exotic woods.
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OPPOSITE: The chocolate-
stained island grounds 
the white kitchen and 
gives it visual weight. 
By using a lighter-
color countertop, the 
space still feels bright. 
ABOVE: To get the look 
of a counter-depth 
refrigerator without 
sacrificing square 
footage, designer 
Stewart Culler pulled 
standard-depth cabinets 
forward during the 
installation and secured 
them to a 2×4 frame 
against the back wall. 
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